
July 2023

CAPITAL-EXECUTIVE SHIP
MANAGEMENT

 CORP.
Dear Owner/Operator,

The Liberian Registry commends you and the crew of the following vessels,
listed in the attached appendix, of your fleet for the safe operation of the
vessel(s) over the past two (2) years without any IMO Detentions by Port State
Control.
 
This stellar safety and performance record is in keeping with the highest of
maritime traditions. This Registry greatly appreciates the dedication to safety
and compliance of your team and your seafarers.
 
Sincerely,
 

Alfonso Castillero
Chief Executive Officer



Appendix 1

FLEET LIST

Vessel Name IMO
HYUNDAI PLATINUM 9637155
HYUNDAI PRIVILEGE 9625554

HYUNDAI PARAMOUNT 9625542
HYUNDAI PREMIUM 9625530
HYUNDAI PRESTIGE 9625528

ATOUT 9354648
CAPE AGAMEMNON 9451264

AIAS 9951159
ADAMASTOS 9951147

ASTERIOS 9951135



Appendix 2
 

Liberia Retains United States Coast Guard QUALSHIP 21 Status
 

The Liberian Registry has continued its QUALSHIP 21 (QS21) status with the United States
Coast Guard (USCG) for the second consecutive year. QS21 recognizes vessels and flag States
which have successfully met specified safety, regulatory, and quality requirements when
calling ports in the United States (US)
 
The QS21 program is a quality recognition program to which only a small percentage of
vessels calling at US ports are admitted based on the excellence of their port state control
record. The USCG developed QS21 to provide recognition for well-run, quality vessels,
operators, and registries.
 
“A quality vessel is associated with a well-run company, is classed by an organization with a
quality track record, is registered with an Administration with a superior Port State Control
record, and has an outstanding Port State Control history in US waters.”
 
As a benefit of Liberia being a qualified Flag Administration, operators may begin to apply
for the QS21 program.
 
Applications should be sent to the US Coast Guard Office of Commercial Vessel Compliance.
Details on the format and content of the application can be found at the USCG QUALSHIP21
webpage.
 
Please contact the Fleet Performance Department at prevention@liscr.com if you have any
questions about or need assistance with the USCG QS 21 program or application process.


